2022 REBELLE RALLY SPONSORSHIP
Team #141, Roaming Wolves | Rebelle Rally | October 6-15, 2022

If navigating a ‘69 Ford Bronco through the CA and NV deserts for a week without GPS is wrong, well... we don’t wanna be right.

About the Rebelle
The Rebelle Rally is the first women’s off-road navigation
rally raid in the United States. Blending the love of driving
with the ultimate challenge of precise navigation, the
Rebelle test skills over 8 days of competition. It is not a race
for speed, but a unique and demanding event based
on the elements of headings, checkpoints, time,
and distance using maps, compass, and roadbook.

THE REBELLE REACH
Instagram & Facebook: 30k+ followers
As seen in:
ABC News, Travel & Leisure, Forbes,
Autoweek, Gear Junkie, Car & Driver, TREAD
Magazine, The Drive, Expedition Portal,
Overland Journal, and more!

Why are we doing this?
https://www.rebellerally.com/home/partners/
What started as reviving our dad’s old Bronco and going on https://www.teamroamingwolves.us/media-coverage
a new adventure has become something of an addiction - we
love the challenge of not only improving our own skills each year, but improving the Bronco’s performance
and capabilities, too. Rallying in a vintage vehicle definitely adds a whole other dimension to the rigors
of the rally, but we’re here for it.
Like Rebelle founder Emily Miller always reminds competitors, “If it were easy, everyone would do it.”
ABOUT US

MELISSA VANDER WILT | Navigator
Melissa lives in Lake Oswego, OR, with her husband
Damian, son Milo (9), a fat cat named Fatcat, one
duck and seven chickens. She enjoys travel with
her boys, Harry Potter (house: Hufflepuff), whiskey,
karaoke, writing, every British thing ever, crafting,
cooking, and perfecting the noble art of summertime
porch-sitting (when Oregon’s weather sees fit to cooperate). She is pursuing a new career in writing.

ROCHELLE BOVEE | Driver
Rochelle lives in Battle Ground, WA with her husband
of 20 years, Joe, and their four kids - Corwin (16),
Colette (13), Callista (9), and Cohen (6) - and two dogs,
Poppet and Millie. She is a photographer, and enjoys
overlanding, four-wheeling, indulging her severe
wanderlust as often as she can, crafting,
woodworking, and graphic design.

Fun Fact: Our Bronco is one of only two 4030-designated vehicles (40+ years old) to ever compete in the Rebelle.

Corporate & Individual Sponsorships
We’ve been incredibly lucky to partner with the following brands on the build so far...
•
•
•
•
•

Toms Offroad
Energy Suspension
ARP Fasteners
KC HiLites
Method Race Wheels

•
•
•
•
•

Hellwig Suspension
Painless Wiring
Edelbrock
Warn Winch
Bilstein

•
•
•
•
•

MagnaFlow Exhaust
Red Line Synthetic Oil
Canton Racing
Last US Bag
Yukon Gear and Axle

If you’re interested in joining our team (aka the Wolf Pack) through either a parts or financial sponsorship,
we’d love to learn more about your company and how we might partner!
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
PLATINUM
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary team sponsor
Premium Rebelle photo package access
(typically ~100 photos with commercial use
rights) during and after rally
Team photos of continued build and event
training shared leading up to the Rebelle
XL logos and/or design on vehicle
Logo on helmets
Logo on team vests
Logo on our tee shirt campaigns
Frequent dedicated appreciation / mention on
team Instagram + Facebook posts *
Live rally coverage mentions when given
opportunity
Use of Bronco in 2022 marketing efforts
(specifics around use TBD with sponsor)

SILVER(Fuel)
•
•
•
•
•

Unavailable

$1,500

Up to 3 professional Rebelle photos (provided
post-rally) with commercial use rights
Rally photo shared during rally for social
media use only
Medium rear quarter panel logo placements
Logo on our tee shirt campaigns (early
sponsors only)
Up to 3 social media mentions (on team
Instagram + Facebook) before, during, or after
rally *

GOLD
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rebelle photo package access (up to 10
select photos) after rally with commercial use
rights
Rally photos shared during rally for social
media use only
Large rocker panel wordmark placement
Logo on team vests (must provide iron-on
patch)
Logo on our tee shirt campaigns (early
sponsors only)
3 dedicated social posts before, during and
after rally + frequent social media tagging*
Potential promotional event use of Bronco
(specifics TBD)
Live rally coverage mention if given the
opportunity

BRONZE
•
•

•
•

$500

Small side window logo placement
A pre- and post-rally social media mention *

PARTS SPONSORSHIP
•

$3,000

In Kind

Up to 2 professional Rebelle photos (provided
post-rally) with commercial use rights
Small side window logo placements
A dedicated pre- and post- rally social media
mention, and frequent hashtags *

Ready to start a conversation? Email us at sponsor@teamroamingwolves.com
* Social media mentions through our Team Roaming Wolves Instagram and Facebook channel and our personal channels have the potential to reach
tens of thousands, with potential reposts via the Rebelle Rally, our personal supporters, manufacturer supporters, and other corporate sponsors.

Fun Fact: We’re the only 4030-designated team to return to the Rebelle for a 2nd and 3rd year.

Our Heirloom Bronco
In 1968, our Dad bought a 1969 Ford Bronco, canary yellow (his favorite
color). It was the first car he ever bought, his pride and joy. It’s the car
our Mom learned to drive (after rolling it into a ditch - a story Dad loved
to tell.) Over the decades, it took him hunting and camping, recovered
stuck vehicles, uprooted stumps, transported tools and buildings materials, and cruised in the Sandy Mtn. Festival a few times. It even served
as a USPS Mail Truck for a while.
Dad passed away in 2014, leaving the Bronco to us. It had been
Dad and Bronco, late ‘70s
garaged since ‘95 and needed some love, but we had the right combo of
passion, know-how, and connections to slowly but surely give the Bronco a serious restoration and glow-up.
Rebuilt with a focus on overland and trail capabilities (it’s not just for show - it gets plenty of use making new
family memories!), we’ve been careful to honor its natural patina and original appeal.
We’ve loved the process of building the Bronco for modern-day adventure. This 53-year-old’s still got a lot
of trail left in her, and we can’t wait to show the world proof that age ain’t nothin’ but a number.

On course, 2020 Rebelle Rally

2021 Toms Offroad Rock and Roll
McGrew Trail

On course, 2021 Rebelle Rally

Thank you for your time and consideration!
We’re happy to answer questions or discuss sponsorship options, please
don’t hesitate to reach out, or check us out online by visititing any of the
(clickable!) links to the right.
Email: info@teamroamingwolves.com

TRW Website
TRW on Instagram
TRW on Facebook

Fun Fact: When we inherited the Bronco, there was a tree growing out of the air vent.

